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CLOSING LEGAL SUBMISSIONS ON BEHALF OF RYMAN 

HEALTHCARE LTD AND THE RETIREMENT VILLAGES 

ASSOCIATION OF NEW ZEALAND INC 

INTRODUCTION 

1 These closing submissions are presented on behalf of Ryman 

Healthcare Limited (Ryman) and the Retirement Villages Association 

of New Zealand Incorporated (RVA) in respect of their submissions 

on Stage 3 of the Christchurch Replacement District Plan (Proposed 

Plan).  They focus on matters arising from the hearing of Ryman 

and the RVA’s opening submissions and evidence on 12 February 

2016. 

2 Particular issues addressed are as follows: 

2.1 The appropriate policy framework for retirement villages in 

the Central City zones; 

2.2 Internal amenity controls for retirement villages; 

2.3 The rule cascade where retirement village proposals breach 

applicable development standards; 

2.4 Whether retirement village proposals could be considered on 

a non-notified basis in the CCRZ where the retirement village 

buildings do not breach applicable development controls; and 

2.5 The proposed height limit increase for the Park Terrace 

properties from 14 metres to 20 metres. 

PLANNING FRAMEWORK FOR RETIREMENT VILLAGES 

Policy framework 

3 At the hearing, Mr Kyle was questioned on whether policies relating 

to “residential activities” capture all aspects of retirement villages or 

whether specific reference to retirement villages is needed.  Mr Kyle 

confirmed in questions that the definition of “residential activity” 

and “retirement villages” are different and not all aspects of 

retirement villages are strictly residential activities (eg the dementia 

care).1  

4 The term “residential activity” is proposed to be defined to mean:2  

the use of land and/or buildings, including the construction of buildings, 

for the purpose of living accommodation and includes: 

a) a residential unit, boarding house or a family flat (including 

                                            
1  Transcript, pages 266-268. 

2  Definitions Revised Proposal (9 February 2016). 
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accessory buildings); 

b) emergency and refuge accommodation; and  

c) sheltered housing; 

but does not include: 

d) guest accommodation;  

e) the use of land and/or buildings for custodial and/or supervised 

living accommodation where the residents are detained on the 

site; and 

f) accommodation associated with a fire station. 

5 Retirement villages are generally residential in nature as they 

involve “the use of land and/or buildings … for the purpose of living 

accommodation”.  However, they also include services and/or 

amenities for residents (including a range of care facilities).  

Therefore, policies relating to “residential activities” (as defined) do 

not capture all aspects of retirement villages.  Further, “retirement 

villages” are separately defined.3  References in the policies to 

“residential activities” (as defined) would not therefore be 

interpreted to include retirement villages. 

6 It is submitted that a bespoke policy framework is required for 

retirement villages in the Central City for those reasons, and also for 

the following reasons: 

6.1 Providing appropriate accommodation and care for the elderly 

is a significant resource management issue.  It requires 

different provision separate to the general issue of ensuring 

there is adequate housing for the wider population.4   

6.2 The Council has accepted the need for a bespoke rule 

framework for retirement villages, separate from the rules 

applying to residential activities.5  That rule framework should 

be supported by specific policies for retirement villages. 

6.3 The built form of retirement villages differs from other typical 

residential development due to their operational and 

functional needs. 

                                            
3  See Evidence of Janine Sowerby on behalf of Christchurch City Council, 

24 February 2016, page 102 of 131.   

4  See paragraphs [328]-[335] of Decision 10, Residential (Part) and related 
residential policies and rules 

5  In Stage 1 – Residential (part) the Council accepted that permitted activity status 
is appropriate for retirement villages in all residential zones other than the RMD 

zone (see paragraph [297] of Decision 10). 
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6.4 It would be consistent with the Panel’s Stage 1 decision to 

provide specific policy provision for retirement villages.6 

Internal amenity 

7 At the hearing, My Kyle was questioned on whether the retirement 

village-specific restricted discretionary assessment matter should 

include internal amenity considerations.7   

8 Ryman and the RVA submit that certain internal amenity 

considerations should not be included in those assessment matters. 

9 In the Residential Stage 1 Decision, the Panel determined that 

retirement villages should not be subject to internal amenity 

considerations, accepting Ryman and the RVA’s position “as to the 

lack of any need for regulatory intervention at this time”.8  

10 Ryman and the RVA’s position is that the Panel’s Residential Stage 1 

Decision needs to be translated into the retirement village-specific 

assessment matter for all zones.  As set out in Mr Kyle’s evidence, 

that assessment matter should not refer to “internal living areas 

within buildings” and “residential amenity for occupants”.9 

Implications of non-compliance with built form standards 

11 At the hearing, Mr Kyle was questioned on the rule cascade that 

applies if a retirement village proposal does not comply with built 

form standards.10  He confirmed that the catch all rule for breaches 

of development controls should also apply to retirement villages (if 

inadvertently missed out).  Ryman and the RVA support that 

position. 

12 To clarify, for each City Centre zone Ryman and the RVA’s position 

is that:  

Zone Applicable rules  Catch all rule for 

Development Control 

breaches 

CCRZ Rule P14 permits 

retirement village 

activities.  Retirement 

village buildings are a 

restricted discretionary 

activity (RD4), with no 

requirement to comply 

None needed. 

                                            
6  Policy 14.1.1.6 

7  Transcript, page 263 and page 275. 

8  Decision 10, paragraph 331. 

9  Mr Kyle’s evidence. Pages 23-24. 

10  Transcript, page 268. 
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with built form 

standards.11 

Central City 

Business 

(Core) and 

South Frame 

zones 

Rules RD 6 and RD7 

governs the approach for 

retirement villages.12 

Those rules specify that 

retirement villages are 

restricted discretionary 

activities, and villages 

that do not comply with 

relevant built form 

standards remain 

restricted discretionary, 

with the relevant 

standard becoming a 

matter of discretion. 

Already provided for. 

Central City 

Business or 

Mixed Use 

zones 

(outside the 

Central Core) 

Rule P16 permits 

retirement villages, 

subject to compliance 

with built form standards. 

Retirement villages that 

do not comply with those 

standards would be 

restricted discretionary 

activities (Rule RD7), with 

assessment against the 

standard(s) breached. 

Already provided for. 

 

Non-notification 

13 Mr Kyle and Mr Bird were questioned on whether it is appropriate to 

presume non-notification for applications for retirement village 

buildings in the CCRZ where they comply with applicable built form 

standards.13  

14 The Council asked questions of Ryman’s witnesses as to whether 

notification should not be precluded in such situations because Park 

Terrace is “an important entrance to the city”.14  The Council also 

queried whether the witnesses were comfortable with a non-

notification presumption being applied more generally in the CCRZ 

where no site specific analysis had been undertaken. Neither issue 

was raised in the Council’s opening legal submissions or evidence. 

                                            
11  Mr Kyle’s evidence, page 18. 

12  Mr Stevenson’s evidence, Attachment A, page 46. 

13  Mr Kyle’s evidence, paragraph 5.12. 

14  Transcript, page 250. 
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15 Mr Bird agreed that Park Terrace is an important entrance to the city 

and that placed a “greater premium” on the quality of urban design 

along that frontage.  Mr Kyle agreed with Mr Bird’s position.15  

Mr Kyle reiterated his view that notification should be not required 

where built form standards are met,16 as Council is able to assess 

urban design matters.17  He was confident that this non-notification 

presumption could be rolled out across the CCRZ.18 

16 It is also significant that no person representing the public interest 

in urban design along the Park Terrace frontage has made a further 

submission opposing Ryman’s submission (there are no opposing 

submissions on Ryman’s Park Terrace submission).  This suggests 

the community is either supportive or ambivalent about Ryman’s 

proposal.  Allowing notification of a future consent proposal that is 

in accordance with the development controls of the then Operative 

Plan would essentially reopen the question that is before this Panel 

for determination. 

HEIGHT LIMIT FOR 78 PARK TERRACE19 

Carlton Mill Road 

17 At the hearing, Ryman’s witnesses and the Council’s witnesses were 

questioned on the similarities and differences between the Park 

Terrace properties and the Carlton Mill Road properties.20 

18 Ryman’s witnesses noted several parallels between the Carlton Mill 

Road properties (and Mr Blair’s reasons for recommending the 

height limit for that site be increased to 30 m21) and the Park 

Terrace properties.22  Those parallels include proximity to Hagley 

Park, the height of buildings on the sites before the earthquakes, 

and the need to facilitate recovery and provide for a higher level of 

density. 

19 Mr Blair also noted some parallels between the two locations.  When 

asked about the differences between the approach he took in 

relation to the Park Terrace properties and the approach he took in 

relation to the Carton Mill Road properties, he accepted that “there 

                                            
15  Transcript, page 264. 

16  Transcript, page 265. 

17  Transcript, page 264 and 275. 

18  Transcript, page 265. 

19  These closing legal submissions relate to Ryman’s submission on the Park 
Terrace properties, and not to the RVA’s submission. 

20  Transcript, page 271 and 399. 

21  Mr Blair’s second supplementary evidence for the Residential (part) Stage 1 

Proposal (23 October 2015), paragraph 3.8. 

22  Mr Kyle’s evidence, paragraph 5.21 and Mr Bird’s evidence, paragraphs 10.11 – 

10.14. 
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is a good argument about increasing height adjacent to large areas 

of open space”. 23  

20 Ryman does not rely on the Panel’s decision regarding Carlton Mill 

Road as a precedent for approving the 20 metre height limit it seeks 

for the Park Terrace properties.  The reason for raising this matter 

was to identify some factual similarities and to identify that the 

criteria Mr Blair applied in revising his view on the Carlton Mill Road 

height limit can be applied similarly to the Park Terrace properties.  

Mr Blair has taken an inconsistent approach.  His only apparent 

concern is a jurisdictional argument about scope rather than a 

merits one.   

21 It is submitted that the factual similarities between the two locations 

support the height increase sought by Ryman.  They are not relied 

on from a precedent perspective.   

Precedent effects 

22 More generally on the matter of precedent, at the hearing, the Panel 

raised some questions of Mr Kyle and Mr Bird as to whether 

approving the 20 metre height limit for the Park Terrace properties 

could lead to “a precedent argument somewhere else”.24 

23 It is submitted that there is very little chance of the 20 metre height 

limit for the Park Terrace properties supporting a precedent 

argument for a building on another site:   

23.1 The concept of “precedent effects” does not apply in the plan 

review context. The relevant issue in this context is plan 

integrity, and that is addressed by the statutory requirement 

to evaluate whether plan provisions are the most appropriate 

way to achieve the objectives.25  The evidence of Ryman’s 

witnesses, in particular Mr Bird’s thorough urban design 

assessment, demonstrates that increasing the height limit 

from 14 metres to 20 metres is consistent with the objectives 

and policies of the Proposed Plan.26 

23.2 Mr Gimblett for the Crown had no concerns about precedent 

effects, noting in his rebuttal evidence that “[s]uch a site 

specific increase in development opportunity for a limited 

type of activity is unlikely to compromise achieving other 

objectives for the CCRZ in relation to wider central city 

residential intensification and population increase”.27 

                                            
23  Transcript, page 399. 

24  Transcript, pages 256 and 272-273. 

25  Canterbury Fields Management Limited v Waimakariri District Council [2011] 

NZEnvC 199, at paragraph 94. 

26  Mr Bird’s evidence, paragraphs 6.1 to 6.8. 

27  Mr Gimblett’s rebuttal evidence, paragraph 7.4. 
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23.3 If an applicant suggested that a 20 metre building should be 

granted consent at Site X because a 20 metre building was 

granted consent at the Park Terrace properties, the simple 

answer would be that the Plan provides a 20 metre height 

limit for the Park Terrace properties, but a different metre 

height limit for Site X.  The planning context would not be 

analogous; 

23.4 For Site X, the statutory tests for assessing the 

appropriateness of the 20 metre height limit would also be 

different.  The height limit for the Park Terrace properties is 

being considered in the context of a plan review.  Any later 

proposal to breach the height limit would most likely be in the 

context of a resource consent.   

23.5 Although Ryman’s evidence is not so limited, Ryman’s 

submission seeks that the 20 metre height limit apply only to 

the Park Terrace properties and to a retirement village 

development.  Those features would clearly demonstrate to a 

reader of the Plan that the 20 metre height limit reflects the 

unique circumstances of the Park Terrace properties.   

23.6 Increasing the height limit from 14 metres to 20 metres has 

been justified in this case following a detailed and careful 

urban design assessment of effects.  Any other proposal 

would need to similarly justify an increase from that sites 

existing height limit.  

23.7 Mr Bird’s view is that “if you are looking at intensification and 

making good use of land … it makes sense to … increase 

height and density around major public amenity like a park … 

that has obvious limitations in terms of potential resident 

sites”.   

23.8 Mr Bird also noted that the site was unique given the 

“particular park edge condition of the park …” being “directly 

opposite one of the bridges across the Avon” and being, “a 

corner site on a particular bend in Park Terrace.28 

24 If the Panel considers it is necessary, a policy that guides future 

consent applicants as to the reasons for the height limits could be 

helpful.29  However, it is important that any such policy be carefully 

drafted so that it would not foreclose appropriate applications to 

exceed the height limits (acknowledging Mr Bird’s view that other 

properties along Park Terrace are also likely to be appropriate sites 

for increased height). 

                                            
28  Transcript, page 257. 

29  As confirmed by Mr Kyle, page 273 of the Transcript. 
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Permitted baseline 

25 At the hearing Ryman’s witnesses were questioned as to whether an 

applicant could argue the 20 metre height limit created a permitted 

baseline that could not be eroded through subsequent urban design 

assessment.30  

26 Under the RMA, a permitted baseline only applies to the effects of 

permitted “activities”.31  Although retirement village activities will be 

permitted under the Plan, retirement village buildings will be 

restricted discretionary activities.  Accordingly, the 20 metre height 

limit will not create a strict permitted baseline.32  Further, the 

application of the baseline is discretionary under both the 

notification and substantive decision-making sections of the Act. 

27 Mr Kyle acknowledged at the hearing that the 20 metre height limit 

will create some expectation of development rights.  He noted that 

an applicant would say, “the height limit for this site is 20 metres, I 

developed to it; there should be a community expectation of that 

height”.33  However, any development proposal will still be subject 

to the matters of discretion: retirement villages (14.16.4.15) and 

urban design (14.16.4.11).  Those matters of discretion include 

“residential amenity for neighbours, in respect of outlook, privacy, 

noise, odour, light spill, weather protection and access to sunlight”. 

Proposals which meet the height limit but do not satisfy those 

matters of discretion may be declined consent. 

28 Further, as noted by Mr Bird and Mr Kyle, other development 

controls manage effects on immediate neighbours including height 

in relation to boundary controls.34 

29 In any event, Mr Bird’s evidence provides a comprehensive urban 

design assessment of the 20 metre height limit adopting a worst 

case scenario, which concludes that the effects of the height 

increase from 14 metres to 20 metres will be minor. The Council has 

not provided any urban design evidence on this issue.  The Council’s 

urban design expert recorded his view that there “is no need” to 

                                            
30  Transcript, page 269. 

31  Section 104(2) of the RMA allows a consent authority to disregard an adverse 
effect of the activity on the environment if the plan permits an activity with that 

effect. 

32  Similarly, in Merton v Rodney District Council (A008/07, 2 February 2007) the 

Court considered whether to disregard the effects of noise which were within the 
district plan limits. The Court decided not to use its discretion to do so, because 

the noise associated with the rural-residential activities (which were non-
complying activities) would differ from the noise associated with rural activities 

(paragraphs 25-26). 

33  Transcript, page 270. 

34  See for example, page 270 of the Transcript.   
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respond to Mr Bird’s evidence.35  From that comment, it is assumed 

that he would have reached similar conclusions. 

Viability 

30 During the hearing, Mr Kyle was questioned about the viability of a 

retirement village development on the Park Terrace properties.36 

31 Ryman has not provided evidence on the height limit required to 

make development of the Park Terrace properties viable.  It is well 

established law that the RMA is concerned with broader aspects of 

economic wellbeing (such as opportunities for economic growth and 

employment37), not the narrower consideration of financial viability 

of a development.38 

32 Instead, Ryman has presented expert planning and urban design 

evidence that comprehensively demonstrates that increasing the 

height limit from 14 metres to 20 metres is appropriate, in terms of 

its potential environmental effects.  As noted above, Council has not 

produced any urban design evidence to the contrary and appears to 

accept Ryman’s urban design evidence.  The Council planner’s 

primary concern is the jurisdictional constraint on applying an 

increased height limit to the rest of Park Terrace, which is not what 

Ryman seeks.   

33 Mr Kyle’s evidence is also that increasing the height limit from 14 

metres to 20 metres will allow for more efficient use of an important 

resource.39  The limit is also consistent with the aims of increasing 

the residential population within the Central City, providing for 

higher density living opportunities and enabling the efficient 

redevelopment of brownfield sites.40 

Conclusion on Park Terrace properties 

34 It is submitted that the Panel can be satisfied on the evidence 

before it that increasing the height limit from 14 metres to 20 

metres is appropriate for the Park Terrace properties.  

 

Luke Hinchey  

Counsel for Ryman Healthcare  

                                            
35  Mr Nicholson’s rebuttal evidence, paragraph 2.3. 

36  Transcript, page 263. 

37  RMA, s32. 

38  NZ Rail Ltd v Marlborough District Council [1994] NZRMA 70. Applied in the plan 
change context in Golden Bay Marine Farmers v Tasman District Council (NZEnvC 

W42/2001, 27 April 2001), at paragraphs 1086-1089, and in Power v Whakatane 
District Council (High Court, CIV-2008-470-456, 30 October 2009), at paragraph 

66. 

39  Mr Kyle’s evidence, paragraph 9.4. 

40  Mr Kyle’s evidence, paragraph 6.1. 


